Celebrating 80 Years of Nancy Drew*

With the first case published back in 1930, we’re rolling out the red carpet for Nancy Drew’s 80th year. Who would have thought that this sassy detective from River Heights would continue to inspire people so many generations later. From the “yellow back” series to graphic novels, our favorite heroine has solved over hundreds of cases in dozens of countries. Her sleuthing skills are legendary and her experience with mystery is well documented, but here’s some fun trivia you may not know:

Nancy knows how to tap dance and even went undercover as a dance instructor.
In addition to her dog, Togo, Nancy has a cat named Snowball.
Out of Nancy’s first 56 cases only one criminal ever got away.
Nancy’s first sleuthing accomplice was her schoolyard pal, Helen Corning.
Lemon meringue pie is Nancy’s favorite dessert.
The first international case Nancy solved was in Canada in, The Message in the Hollow Oak.
Nancy has never taken payment for any case she’s solved!

After almost a century, Nancy is still saving the day! And with more cases on the way, who knows what excitement the next 80 will bring!

Create a new cover for your favorite Nancy Drew PC game!

The winner of the cover redesign contest will have their picture placed in the next Nancy Drew game, Trail of the Twister. To enter, pick a currently released Nancy Drew PC game and draw, paint, or digitally create what you think should have been on the front of the box. You may use any materials you have; from computers to crayons, the limit is your creativity. Once you’ve created your masterpiece, send a picture of it to Hlcontest@herinteractive.com with the subject line “Nancy Drew Cover Redesign.”

Along with your submission be sure to include your name, a contact phone number, and permission to post your work on our website within the email. Submissions will be accepted until February 5th, and we’ll choose a winner on February 8th to receive the grand prize, their picture in Nancy’s 22nd adventure, Trail of the Twister. There will also be five 1st place winners who will win a Nancy Drew game of their choice! See the Amateur Sleuth blog for more details. Good luck!

January Special! Looking for a way to warm up during the winter months?
Then join Nancy Drew and sleuth in the sun on the beaches of Hawaii in, Nancy Drew: The Creature of Kapua Cave. Team up with the Hardy Boys to solve a big mystery on the Big Island! For this month only get $5.00 off the purchase of Nancy’s 15th PC adventure. Buy it now for only $14.99!

Nancy Drew: Warnings at Waverly Academy, Nancy Drew: Ransom of the Seven Ships, and Nancy Drew Dossier™: Resorting to Danger are available for download at www.HerInteractive.com, or buy a physical boxed copy from our online store or at most major retailers!

Her Interactive’s first ever Nintendo® DS™ game, The Hardy Boys: Treasure on the Tracks is available now at Best Buy, Gamestop, Toys R’ Us, and Amazon, or buy it directly from us at www.HerInteractive.com! Check out the microsite at www.treasureontheracks.com and play the minigame.

Check out the ‘Dare to Play’ and ‘Amateur Sleuth’ blogs for more information about upcoming games and behind the scenes info.